
                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                       

V4 Studio Session Mix - New Sounds For Korg Krome
    64 Programs/16 Combis/16 MB New Multi Samples

Korg Krome Volume #4 - Studio Session Mix - Kid Nepro's fourth release for Krome is now available! A 
great mix of new programs perfect for your next live gig or studio session. V4 contains 64 Programs, 
16 combis and 16 MB of new Multi Samples.

With Krome Studio Session mix, our goal was to create a sound bank that would be useful for 
musicians doing "live gigs" or "studio sessions". All the sounds are geared towards the type of stuff 
that you would use on a gig or a recording session. There are several new Acoustic and Electric Pianos, 
Strings, Pads & Choirs, Guitars, Basses and Leads and a nice mix of ARPS & Drum Patterns that you can 
jam along with.

All sounds were programmed with the modern controls from the latest Korg workstation to bring you 
an amazing collection of classic soundtrack mixes. All programs include ARP and Drum Track functions 
as well as control assignments to the Krome Joystick, SW1 & SW2 and User Knobs 1-4. The result is the 
best sound with the best modern controls that will inspire you to create amazing new music.

Krome Studio Session Mix is perfect for your next studio project or live performance. Or if you just 
want to jam along, the cool ARP's and beats included on all Programs will have you jamming for hours!



Kid Nepro's Krome sounds are delivered via our download delivery only. After you order, we e-mail you 
all the info needed to download your new sounds. Just download the sounds and save the files to your 
smart media card, insert the card into Krome and load. It's quick, simple and best of all, no shipping 
charges! Pick the PCG format and the free e-mail delivery options at our online order form. If you need 
any more info just E-Mail Us and we will be happy to help get you going. Our customer support rules!

Krome Studio Session Mix is programmed by keyboard player, composer and sound programmer Steve 
Proto. Steve has been programming Korg synthesizers since 1985. He has produced sounds for nearly 
every synth workstation that Korg has released since then, including the Korg M1, 01W, Trinity, Triton, 
KARMA, M3 Series & Kronos workstations. Steve has created thousands of sounds for over twenty Korg 
synths over the past three decades. More info on Kid Nepro sounds at: www.kidnepro.com.
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